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Abstract

Like most applications deployed on the Internet, modern multi-
player games are subject to the impact of transmission delays and
the variability thereof. These delays can be introduced either by the
physical limitations of signal transmission speed or overload and
queuing problems in intermediate nodes. The influence of this de-
lay is far-reaching and impacts most interactive applications. More
specifically, quantitative and qualitative studies have been con-
ducted on competitive game genres, such as first person shooter and
racing games. In contrast, this work investigates how network delay
affects player experience in cooperative games, where players have
to interact with shared objects and obstacles. In this game genre,
one might expect an increased sensitivity to detrimental network
factors due to the reliance on the (near-)perfect synchronization of
actions between participants. In this paper, a series of consecutive
user tests were carried out with one of the most recent games, Little
Big Planet 2; which focuses primarily on the cooperative aspect.
Analysis has shown that delays over 100 ms significantly decrease
player performance and the way in which network quality is per-
ceived. At the same time jitter negatively affects user performance,
though players do not perceive this impairment as disturbing.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

This 2011 technical report is a more elaborate version of the following
publication: 10.1145/2087756.2087812. Contact author details are:
anastasiia.beznosyk@uhasselt.be. This work is funded by the Special
Research Fund at Hasselt University (BOF).

In recent years there has been a substantial growth in the popular-
ity of interactive multiplayer online games, which have become a
considerable part of the Internet applications. Unfortunately, ap-
plications deployed on the Internet are often affected by network
delay and jitter. In general, these factors play an important role
in decreased user performance and experience. This is particularly
true for multiplayer video games, given the high level of interaction
between players (for various genres, e.g. sport games, first-person
shooters) [Steed and Oliveira 2009; Quax et al. 2004].

Multiplayer capabilities in current games are an increasingly impor-
tant revenue factor for developers, because they stimulate players
to keep on playing the game after the initial release period. This
leads to the users buying DLC (DownLoadable Content) and in
their continued subscription to specialized networks such as Xbox
Live. Typically these games focus on competitive gameplay (e.g.
first person shooter games in which players are individually com-
peting against one another).

In more recent releases and genres, cooperation between players is
being utilized as the selling factor (USP). In cooperative games it
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is often impossible to succeed without help of others. One might
imagine that these kinds of games are more sensitive to the network
quality, as they may require very intricate and synchronized actions
between several players. If one (or more) players are impaired by
noticeable network delay, the gaming experience might become an-
noying or it can be even impossible to complete the game.

A substantial number of studies investigating the influence of net-
work impairments (such as delay, jitter or packet loss) on the player
performance in highly-interactive non-cooperative video games
[Steed and Oliveira 2009] are available. Games requiring a lot
of cooperation between players have not yet received much focus,
mainly because their popularity is still growing. Also, the effect of
the variability of delay (jitter) has received little attention, although
it is an increasingly important factor in modern networks, given the
universal availability of wireless connections. Both factors (coop-
eration and jitter) are therefore the main topics considered in this
paper.

To investigate the impact of delay and jitter on cooperation, a se-
ries of consecutive user studies have been conducted. The aim is
to see to what degree the player performance and experience de-
pends on varying levels of network delay and jitter. A randomized
group of players was placed in a controlled network environment.
Their gaming session was impaired by introducing delay and jitter
in the network connections. During these experiments, the focus
was twofold: obtain objective measures (game score and task com-
pletion time) and subjective experience details (to ascertain the way
in which players perceived the network quality).

A two-staged process was used. In the first experiment, a rough idea
had to be gathered on what values of a more or less constant delay
would lead to a decrease in experience and performance. Obvi-
ously, these figures need to be correlated to those typically found in
the Internet, to avoid focusing on unrealistic test conditions. Once
these boundaries are established, the second study additionally in-
vestigates the impact of jitter on the gameplay. The main goal of
this study is to determine whether or not any influence of jitter (de-
fined as variability of the delay) on cooperation in games exists and
where its threshold of acceptability lies. Jitter is an important factor
that is typically dependent on the last-mile technology in use [Je-
haes et al. 2003] (e.g. DSL, cable or wireless connections). The
goal is to investigate how this disparity between players influences
the group outcome of the game.

2 Related Work

The influence of various network parameters (such as network de-
lay and jitter) on user performance in multiplayer games has been
widely studied [Armitage and Stewart 2004; Chen et al. 2006; Dick
et al. 2005; Garapati 2009; Kim et al. 2007; Pantel and Wolf 2002;
Steed and Oliveira 2009; Quax et al. 2004]. These works focus on
a variety of interactive games such as first-person shooters, racing
or real-time strategy games. Results have shown that users per-
ceive the same levels of network impairment differently based on
the game genre.

It is shown that games such as first-person shooter or sports games
have the lowest tolerance in terms of delay, mainly because the



player has direct control over his avatar [Dick et al. 2005]. A player
constantly sees the interaction of his avatar with others as well as
the environment (from a first- or third-person perspective). There-
fore, one is susceptible to even low delays between the actions
and the subsequent reaction of the avatar. The studies presented
in [Garapati 2009; Kim et al. 2007] show that for the first-person
shooter game genre, players are able to detect the presence of a
(constant) delay of (at most) 100 ms. At the same time, Quax et
al. [Quax et al. 2004] show in similar fashion that for Unreal Tour-
nament 2003 this boundary can be placed at around 60 ms (round
trip). Pantel et al. [Pantel and Wolf 2002] analyze the impact on
real-time multiplayer games using car racing simulation. They con-
clude that a delay up to 50 ms can considered non-critical for this
type of game. In contrast to directly controlled games, real-time
strategy games do not have such strict delay requirements [Steed
and Oliveira 2009]. Here, delay may be higher without interfering
with the enjoyment of the player since he just controls the units
indirectly.

While being an important characteristic, jitter has not been stud-
ied so widely. In [Dick et al. 2005] authors analyze three differ-
ent games (two first-person shooter games and a car racing simu-
lator). They have shown that jitter has a negative influence on the
gaming experience in general, but even with values up to 150 ms
the environment remains acceptable. Similar results are obtained
in [Armitage and Stewart 2004; Quax et al. 2004]. Here authors
have shown that jitter is less significant than the delay for interac-
tive games. A negative influence of jitter is found in [Chen et al.
2006]. Chen et al. have shown that the amount of time spent play-
ing a game drops significantly when jitter increases.

Although previous works touch different genres of highly interac-
tive games like racing or shooter games (which are mostly com-
petitive in nature), the influence of network quality on cooperation
in games has not been widely covered. There are several works
in existence regarding the effect of network characteristics on co-
operation in shared virtual environments [Park and Kenyon 1999;
Stuckel and Gutwin 2008]. They have shown a significant influence
of network delay and jitter on the user performance, even though
the focus of these studies was clearly outside the gaming context.
To our knowledge, the impact of network conditions on games that
focus on cooperation has not yet been studied. Due to their nature,
one might expect that cooperative games are even more sensitive to
network impairments (both delay and jitter).

3 Measurement Setup and Procedure

As stated in the introduction, Little Big Planet (LBP) 2 1 was used
as test subject for these experiments, as it is a current title that suc-
cessfully makes use of community features and collaboration be-
tween players. In fact, levels in LBP are constructed in such a way
that close cooperation is a requirement to complete them success-
fully.

A two-step approach is used to quantify the impact of delay and
jitter. After determining the rough boundaries for the delay values
(constant) in a first stage, they were refined for use in subsequent
scenarios. Also, the second stage introduced jitter in order to see
whether any influence exists (part 1) and, if so, what level is con-
sidered to be acceptable by players (part2).

3.1 Study 1: Influence of Network Delay

Thirty two participants were recruited for our first test. Although
they were frequent players of multiplayer video games, most of

1http://www.littlebigplanet.com/en/2/

them had never played Little Big Planet 2 before. All participants
were randomly grouped in pairs and played the game using two sep-
arate Sony PlayStation (PS) 3 consoles that were connected to each
other over a dedicated local area network (figure 1). An uplink was
provided to connect both to the PlayStation Network (required for
matchmaking purposes). As the traffic associated with the game is
sent directly between the consoles, the presence of a single impair-
ment node (a linux system running the NetEM [Hemminger 2005]
software) suffices to introduce network anomalies for this setup.
The software is installed to run in bridge mode in order to obtain
optimal performance and to reduce any possible impact from rout-
ing issues. Care was taken to choose delay and jitter values rep-
resentative for current-generation network conditions (i.e. exces-
sively high values were not considered). To ease observations, the
participants were located in the same room separated by a portable
wall so that they were not able to see their partner or their partner’s
monitor.

Figure 1: Network layout in the first study.

To measure the effect of delay, different network conditions were
simulated. These conditions varied from a slightly delayed envi-
ronment of 10 ms to a worst-case maximum of 300 ms (all numbers
stated as one-way). There were 8 different conditions of 10, 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 200 and 300 ms. Of these, values between 20 and 100
ms can be considered typical realistic values for Internet applica-
tions [Steed and Oliveira 2009]. A delay of 10 ms was considered
as an unimpaired environment, as players are typically not located
on the same local area network. For every pair two out of eight val-
ues of delay were randomly chosen. Players were not aware what
value of network delay they experienced to avoid any influence on
their further responses.

For our test we selected two cooperative levels which were played
at least by several members of the LBP community2 and had sev-
eral positive reviews (Coop World by Lenicolas59 and COOP by
I-Lex3). They had approximately the same difficulty level and du-
ration. During the experiment, participants often encountered situ-
ations that required synchronizing their actions. Examples of coop-
erative tasks are shown in figure 2. Here, figure 2a shows a player
below that has to jump between platforms which appear only if the
player above pulls the appropriate trigger. Figure 2b shows another
example of tight cooperation where one player (held by his partner)
has to jump at the moment he is being thrown by the other. Other
examples of shared tasks were throwing and catching objects be-
tween two players, carrying each other while shooting, and lifting
and moving the same objects.

In every pair, one of the players was impaired by the network de-
lay. By impairment of the player we mean that his PlayStation 3
was connected through the local area network by means of the im-
pairment node (with NetEm installed). To initiate a gaming ses-
sion in Little Big Planet 2, it is necessary for one player to invite
the other one. The PlayStation which sends the invitation is called
game leader and acts as ’server’. The other player connects to this
server and is referred to as the follower. We should point out at this

2http://lbp.me/
3Here we provide the level name and the creator’s nickname



(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Examples of cooperative tasks used in the first study.

time that the exact workings of LBP2 on the network level are un-
known, as the protocol has not been reverse engineered. However,
we were able to deduce some of its workings based on packet traces
and visual observations.

Firstly, the fact that a single party is designated as server does not
mean that all network traffic is routed through this node. Actually,
in a session with more than two players, data is exchanged between
all parties involved (in a mesh).

Secondly, the server (being the initiating party) does play an im-
portant role in the synchronization process. This machine seems
to have the final say in the synchronization of actions between the
various players, as it determines the time at which actions are un-
dertaken for the global game state. Therefore, the player that uses
the server as his console typically experiences the smoothest game
play, as actions are directly interpreted. For the other consoles con-
nected to the server, a delay estimation method is used to try and
determine at what time the actions would arrive at the server. They
are subsequently locally delayed before being visualized. At high
delay levels, this results in a short (but sometimes noticeable) delay
in the execution of command on a follower console.

Third, once the server determines the current state of the game, it
distributes the state among all parties involved and each of them
corrects to the ’right’ state. Visually, this is represented by the
avatar taking steps back (in the optimal case) or moving through
solid objects (worse case). Note that this technique relies heavily
on the delay estimation method being used, which will probably not

Figure 3: Level used in the second study.

yield correct results in face of jitter.

As indicated, the player using the server console is at an advantage
(because actions are directly undertaken) and is therefore referred
to as ’unimpaired’, while the others are ’impaired’. It is important
to state that the unimpaired player also experiences detrimental per-
formance due to the fact that the actions of the other players take a
while to arrive at the server (and may be out of order due to jitter),
but not in the order of magnitude of the impaired players.

During the test, level completion time and game score were mea-
sured. After completion of each level, the participants were asked
to fill in a questionnaire enabling them to evaluate the influence of
the network conditions on their gaming experience. The question-
naire consisted of the following questions:

• Rate the quality of the network (from 1 – unacceptable envi-
ronment to 5 – perfect environment)

• Rate the influence of the network quality on the following
aspects of your gaming experience: enjoyment, frustration,
score and completion time (from 1 – not at all to 10 – very
much)

• Rate the influence of the network quality on difficulty to co-
ordinate cooperative activities with the partner (from 1 – not
at all to 10 – very much)

• Rate the influence of the network quality on the wish to con-
tinue the game (from 1 – not at all to 10 – very much)

It took between 20 and 40 minutes for each pair to complete the
test.

3.2 Study 2: Influence of Jitter

For both parts of our second study we involved groups of three peo-
ple playing a custom level of Little Big Planet 2. Three players had
to coordinate their actions in order to throw a ball into a basket.
The game continued until 800 points were collected. For each suc-
cessful attempt, the players scored 200 points. Figure 3 presents a
part of the environment. Two players (on the right) had to throw
the ball together to the third player standing on the platform (on the
left). The latter had to catch the ball and throw it into the designated
area.

Three PS3 consoles were connected through a switch over the LAN.
In order to simulate different network conditions for all players,
two impairment nodes with NetEm were placed between the cen-
tral switch and the consoles as shown in figure 4. To bring the
setup closer to the real playing conditions and to avoid interactions
through vocal communication, every participant was located in a



Figure 4: Network layout in the second study.

different room. The amount of jitter is represented in NetEM as a
value that is superposed on the ’fixed’ delay (more precisely, the
figure indicates the standard deviation). In practice and as an in-
dication, a fixed delay of 100 ms with a jitter of 20 ms will result
in values that are roughly spread between 140 ms and 60 ms, with
the majority around 100 ms (due to the normal distribution chosen,
as it provides more life-like results). Note that for the following
discussion, values are provided for the one-way delay.

In order to analyze different amounts of jitter on user performance,
the first part of the study had the following design. We fixed the
amount of delay for each group and varied jitter to see whether it
had any influence on players’ performance. There were four groups
participating in this test: the first two were exposed to 100 ms de-
lay, and the other two to 200 ms delay. We varied the jitter val-
ues between PlayStation1 and PlayStation2 by assigning it to 20%
and 50% of the fixed delay (simulating a cable access connection).
These values were given in a different order to every group. At the
same time, the jitter of the connection between PlayStation1 and
PlayStation3 was fixed to 5 ms (which is typical for DSL connec-
tions). Every time the level was completed participants switched
between the consoles. In such a way every player tried both unim-
paired (PlayStation1) and impaired (PlayStation2 or PlayStation3)
environments.

The second part of this study was designed similarly to the previous
one and an identical setup was used (figure 4). We used the same
custom level, but participants were asked to complete it as fast as
possible. Twenty four people were recruited and randomly put to-
gether into eight groups. This time, a single fixed delay value was
used (100 ms) and four levels of jitter were introduced: 10, 20, 40
and 50 ms. Each group of participants tested all four levels of jit-
ter, whose order was randomized. While testing the first given jitter
value, participants switched PlayStations each time the level was
completed (as earlier). To avoid too many tests for each group, for
the other three jitter values players remained at the same location.

In both tests we captured the completion time. After completion
of each level, the participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire
similar to the one in the first study. Each group spent between 40
and 60 minutes to complete the test.

4 Results

This section presents the results of our studies on how network de-
lay and jitter influence different aspects of player experience in co-
operative games. For every study, we provide an objective evalua-
tion based on the game completion time and the game score. After-
wards, we focus on responses collected through the questionnaire.

The graphs in this section represent the values obtained by averag-
ing certain characteristic (e.g. time, score, rating) among sessions
where players experience the same level of delay or jitter.

4.1 Study 1: Influence of network delay

First of all we analyze how a fixed network delay affects the com-
pletion time and game score. By doing this we determine objec-
tively whether or not the network delay influences player perfor-
mance. Completion time analysis has shown that with a delay
higher than 100 ms the game lasted noticeably longer (figure 5a).
As can be seen from the figure, the time to finish the game increases
constantly when the delay exceeds 100 ms. This has been also
confirmed by a significant positive correlation between completion
time and the level of delay (R2 = 0.82, p = 0.013). Note that this
value (which represents a round trip of 200 ms) is becoming less
and less common for players located on the same continent.

Further analysis has shown the correlation between the delay and
the game score (R2 = -0.78, p = 0.024). As shown on the figure 5b
there is a noticeable drop in the game score once the network delay
exceeds 60 ms.

Furthermore, we find it interesting to see whether or not play-
ers have perceived this degradation. In the questionnaire, partici-
pants were asked to rate the influence of the network delay on their
score and task completion time. Figure 5c represents the user self-
reported perception of the delay impact. Players seemingly do not
perceive a delay up to 200 ms as disturbing (a low impact on the
experience level). A positive correlation has been found between
delay and both completion time (R2 = 0.81, p = 0.016) and game
score (R2 = 0.85, p = 0.008).

For each delay level players were asked to rate the gaming envi-
ronment to define when it became annoying and/or unacceptable.
Additionally, we wanted to know at what level they would prefer
to quit the game. Results show that up to 200 ms (one way de-
lay), players considered the gaming environment to be acceptable
without major impairment. Only when the delay exceeded 200 ms
did they indicate this to be very annoying. At the same time delays
higher than 100 ms increased the likeliness of players to quit the
game.

The analysis of the aforementioned characteristics has been per-
formed based on the data collected from the players who were di-
rectly influenced by the network conditions. However, coopera-
tive games involve simultaneous interaction between several play-
ers, both those affected and those that are not. Therefore, players
who are not directly influenced by the network delay can also be
affected by an inadequate performance of their game partners. In
particular, not only does an impaired player experience a delay in
the events on his own site, but his actions are also delayed when
delivered to the remote player (as explained in section 3.1). To in-
vestigate whether an impaired player impacted his/her collaborator
we have asked both of them to evaluate their gaming experience.
First, players evaluated how difficult it was to coordinate shared ac-
tivities, and then the level of their enjoyment and frustration (figure
6). By comparing these responses we aim to define a threshold that
provides all players with an enjoyable gaming experience.

Figure 6a shows that with an increase in network delay, impaired
players tend to have more difficulties coordinating actions with their
partners. For unimpaired players, delays below 100 ms do not no-
ticeably increase the difficulty level, which remains at a low value
(below 5). On the contrary, a delay higher than 100 ms shows a con-
stant growth of the perceived difficulty level. In both cases there is
a significant correlation between delay and the difficulty level (R2

= 0.83, p = 0.011). To define the threshold of acceptable delay, val-
ues should be chosen that keep the difficulty level for both players
at a relatively low level (in the lower part of the rating scale, i.c.
below 5). Based on the coordination difficulty scores, there is an
indication that a one-way delay below 60 ms does not significantly



(a) Overall game completion time (objective).

(b) Overall game score (objective).

(c) Perception of network delay given by the impaired players (subjective).

Figure 5: Objective and subjective influence of network delay on
the completion time and the game score.

decrease the user experience for both parties involved.

An interesting result is observed when comparing the level of en-
joyment between impaired and unimpaired players (figure 6b). In
those cases where delay is below 80 ms, the unimpaired users have
indicated their enjoyment slightly lower than those who were di-
rectly affected by delay. At the same time, when delay reaches
100 ms (and higher) enjoyment of impaired participants was con-
siderably influenced by it. The rating of enjoyment given by the
affected players has a negative trend, indicating that there is re-
duced enjoyment when faced with higher delays (R2 = -0.88, p =
0.004). However, ratings given by unimpaired players do not have
such a strongly pronounced regularity, being more balanced around
the average value (M = 8.72, SD = 0.88). Therefore, the threshold
of acceptable delay is defined here based on the evaluations by the
class of impaired players. With delays higher than 100 ms, there
are indications that user enjoyment decreases constantly.

Figure 6c shows the difference in the level of frustration between
two groups of players. There is a significant correlation between de-

(a) Difficulty to coordinate actions.

(b) User enjoyment.

(c) Level of user frustration.

Figure 6: Influence of the delay on the impaired and unimpaired
players.

lay and frustration for the impaired players (R2 = 0.85, p = 0.008).
We observe that after a delay of 100 ms the level of frustration of
impaired players is increased dramatically. At the same time for
non-affected players the level of frustration remains quite low (not
exceeding 4) with a slight increase when the maximal delay (300
ms) is reached. Here, we define the delay of 100 ms as a threshold
below which both of the players experience low level of frustration
(not exceeding 5).

Taking into account these findings delays between 60 and 100 ms
(and below) are considered as those that provide the most enjoy-
able experience and adequate performance in the cooperative game
being used. 100 ms delay is defined as a threshold above which
players perceive network degradation as disturbing with a signifi-
cant decrease in their performance.



4.2 Study 2: Influence of jitter

Our second study investigates the influence of jitter on player ex-
perience and performance in cooperative games. It consists of two
consecutive parts. First we determine whether there is any influence
of jitter on cooperation (to justify further study). To accomplish
this, the performance and experience of players under conditions
of low and high levels of jitter is compared. To quantify the im-
pact of jitter on cooperation, in the second part several levels of
jitter are introduced. We aim to define the threshold of jitter below
which players do not feel hampered in the game, when faced with
the goal to finish the level as quickly as possible. Also, the dis-
crepancy within the group of players using various network access
technologies (e.g. DSL, cable connection, etc.) is studied.

4.2.1 Part 1: Existence of jitter impact

During this first study we want to see whether jitter has any neg-
ative influence on the cooperative play. In order to perform this
we have opted for certain delay values and varied jitter between
PlayStations. We considered two values of fixed delay: 100 ms and
200 ms. While the first value was selected as a threshold of the
game acceptability (based on the first user study), the second one
was used to define the worst possible condition (keeping in mind
the choice of realistic values for current generation networks).

As in the previous study, we have evaluated the impact of the net-
work quality both objectively and subjectively. As an objective
characteristic of the gaming experience we have analyzed the level
completion time. We have observed that players who were exposed
to lower jitter values completed the level quicker (see figure 7).
Obtained results have also confirmed the finding from the first test
proving that the level completion time increases with higher delays.

Figure 7: Influence of jitter on the completion time.

Although we have found a negative effect of jitter on player per-
formance (objective measurement), it is still necessary to analyze
whether players consider it degrading their experience (subjective).
In order to reveal whether or not players feel hampered by jitter we
have examined their responses given in the questionnaire.

Participants played the game in groups of three, where everyone
was exposed to a different condition. One player did not experience
any direct influence of jitter, while the other two were affected by
it. One of the affected participants experienced varying high levels
of jitter, while the other one was exposed to a constant low level of
5 ms jitter. We will refer to them as server, client (high) and client
(low) respectively (figure 4). We reiterate the fact that NetEM uses
a normal distribution to determine the delay values; the values in
the following paragraphs therefore indicate the standard deviation.

All three players found the conditions acceptable without notice-
able impairment for any level of jitter when delay was fixed to 100

(a) 100 ms delay.

(b) 200 ms delay

Figure 8: Players’ perception of the network quality.

ms (figure 8a). When players were subjected to 200 ms delay dif-
ferent levels of jitter were not perceived equally (figure 8b). Jitter
up to 20% (or 40 ms ) was considered as an acceptable environment
with minor impairments. Yet, high level of jitter (50 % or 100 ms)
significantly decreases the perceived quality of the network. The
server player has not experienced negative influence, but both other
players have indicated these conditions to be very annoying with
many noticeable impairments. Note that this is probably due to the
fact that the latency compensation techniques in LBP2 cannot effi-
ciently cope with the variations in delay.

Further, we have analyzed users’ responses regarding the influence
of the network quality on their enjoyment, frustration, difficulty to
coordinate joint activities, game completion time and wish to con-
tinue the game. When the delay was 100 ms players did not feel
hampered by any of the jitter values (5, 20, 50 ms). They have in-
dicated very low influence of the network quality and the will to
continue playing under given conditions.

An opposite situation is observed for those players that are sub-
jected to 200 ms delay. Firstly, there is a greater discrepancy in
players’ perception within the same group (between server player,
client (high) and client (low)). Secondly, the analysis of results
have shown the difference between responses of players that are
subjected to 20% and 50% jitter, which do not occur for the 100 ms
delay case. 20% jitter (or 40 ms) is found to be the worst condition
for client (high) and server player, while client (low) has indicated
its influence to be less crucial. This is reflected in the players’ wish
to continue the game, which is lower for client (high) and server
player than for client (low). During the trials with 50% jitter (or
100 ms), the server player has indicated the lowest influence of the
network conditions on the gameplay among three people. For all as-
pects of the interaction investigated in this study, client (high) has
indicated the highest influence of the network quality on his gaming
experience. Client (low) has evaluated the influence of the network



quality to be relatively high but not very different from the server
player.

4.2.2 Part 2: Quantification of jitter impact

In the previous part we have shown that jitter negatively affects
user performance in the cooperative game that is being used. We
have observed that time required to complete the level increases
with the level of jitter. Because we have checked this only for two
different levels of jitter it is still necessary to confirm the findings
with gradually increasing jitter. Therefore, we have organized a
larger user study where various levels of jitter were introduced.

This time we have restricted delay to 100 ms only, as an acceptable
threshold value. Although we have found no influence of this net-
work condition on players’ experience in earlier test (subjective),
we have observed a negative impact on completion time of the co-
operative game (objective). Therefore, we assume that the same
network quality will be perceived differently if the goal of the task
is time dependent. In order to check this assumption, the game level
used in the previous test has been slightly modified. This time it was
necessary not only to score a certain amount of points but also to
achieve this goal as fast as possible.

First we have analyzed the influence of different levels of jitter on
the task completion time. A positive significant correlation (R2 =
0.44, p = 0.002) has been found between jitter and the completion
time (figure 9).

Figure 9: Influence of jitter on the completion time.

Furthermore, we have analyzed how different players perceived this
degradation subjectively. Seeing the influence on the completion
time, we asked players to evaluate whether or not they perceived
any influence of the given network condition on the time to accom-
plish the task. Three players have evaluated the jitter impact dif-
ferently. From the graph (see figure 10) we conclude that all three
players indicated jitter impact to be very low. The server player has
not perceived an increase of jitter as a degradation of his experience.
His evaluation remained at the same level across the conditions. At
the same time we can see an increase of jitter influence on client
(high). Client (low) felt more affected than the server player, but
in reality remained at the same level with exception of the highest
level of jitter. While the jitter remained under 50 ms we have not
observed a major difference between players exposed to different
conditions. Only when the jitter reached 50 ms was the difference
between impaired players and the server player elevated and greater
than 1.

We have asked players to rate the overall quality of the network
condition for each level of jitter. Figure 11 presents user evalua-
tion according to the mean opinion score (MOS) gradation. As we
can see jitter does not substantially decrease player perception of
the network quality for the server player and client (low). At the
same time client (high) experiences a gradual decrease of network

Figure 10: Influence of jitter on the completion time.

quality, which drops to a relative low when jitter reaches 50 ms.
Moreover, in cases of very high jitter the difference between player
perception is more noticeable. For 50 ms jitter we observe that
interaction between players becomes more unequal as the players
experience different levels of degradation.

Figure 11: Influence of jitter on the network quality.

Other data gathered through the questionnaire reflects an influence
of jitter on the ability to efficiently coordinate joint actions (figure
12a), player enjoyment (figure 12b) and frustration (figure 12c).

These figures show that the server player’s experience has not been
affected by the jitter increase. Ratings given by client (high) are
somewhat different, indicating a low yet growing negative influence
of jitter. For client (low) we observe a relatively similar evaluation
among four conditions, with the exception of the highest level of
jitter. Again we observe a greater difference between the server
player and players that experience jitter. The existence of this dif-
ference between the server player and affected players confirms our
assumption that there is a clear negative influence of jitter, as it un-
balances the gaming experience between players.

The obtained findings have proved that higher levels of jitter have a
negative influence on player experience in cooperative games (i.c.
LBP2). Besides a negative impact on the performance, it also re-
sults in an unbalanced experience between players. While the dis-
crepancy between players (caused by different access technologies)
remains relatively small with low jitter level, it grows significantly
when jitter reaches 50 ms.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our studies have shown that cooperative games (i.c. Little Big
Planet 2) which actively require interaction with other players are
sensitive to the network quality, in particular to network delay and
jitter. In our first study we analyzed the impact of delay on different
factors of the gameplay, such as enjoyment, frustration, difficulty of



(a) Influence of jitter on the difficulty of coordination.

(b) Influence of jitter on the player enjoyment.

(c) Influence of jitter on the player frustration.

Figure 12: Comparison of responses given by impaired and unim-
paired players.

shared activities, etc. Based on the analysis provided in section 4.1
we conclude that delays up to 100 ms can be considered as accept-
able for the game being used. Users perceive their experience as
degrading when one-way delay values exceed 100 ms.

Our second study focuses on the impact of jitter on cooperation in
games. We have found that jitter has a negative influence on user
performance, in particular on the task completion time. At the same
time players have not perceived this influence as a degradation of
their experience. The correlation between the completion time and
the jitter level (obtained from the objective measures) was not re-
flected in the subjective evaluation. Most given ratings indicated a
very low negative impact on cooperative play almost equal among
players with different conditions. Nevertheless, when the goal of
the game became time dependent, we have observed a difference
between ratings given by players who were not directly affected
by the network jitter and players who experienced low or high jit-
ter. We also found a growing negative influence of jitter on players
who were affected directly. The differences between affected and
non-affected players have confirmed our expectation of the nega-

tive influence of jitter on the gaming experience. Jitter higher than
50 ms introduces a great discrepancy between responses given by
impaired and unimpaired players.

With our study we made the first attempt to evaluate the influence
of network quality on the cooperative games, which we based on
Little Big Planet 2. Although we realize that the results obtained in
our study may be game-dependent, we believe that they are appli-
cable to other games involving similar types of interaction between
players. Of course further analysis is absolutely necessary. Other
aspects of cooperation as well as other cooperative games need to
be analyzed.
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